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[n the course of editing the text of a midnight mush-

room velada (Vigil") sung by Maria Sabina, the Mazatec

curandera or shaman, I have had occasion to concentrate

my attention on the famous statue of Xochipilli, in the

Museo Nacional de Antropologia in Mexico City, with

results that I would now submit to students of the Meso-

american cultures.

Xochinandcatl. All students of the history of N
c teonandcatLulture are familiar by now with the word

'god's flesh', the name used for the hallucinogenic mush-

rooms by Fray Bernardino de Sahagun and Fray Tori bio

de Benavente called Motolinia. But we may be justified

in asking ourselves why this term is not to be found in

Fray Alonso de Molina's great lexicon of the Nahuatl

language published in 1571. He gives us another word,

xochinandcatl\ 'flower mushroom", from xochitU 'flower

\

We find xochinandcatl in a place name that survives

to this day, Xochinanacatlan, a municipio of Tlaola, dis-

trict of Huachinango, State of Puebla. Does the word

occur anywhere else in Nahuatl texts \ Was it one of

perhaps several alternative expressions for the psycho-

tropic* mushrooms, one that Alonso Molina may have
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had good reason to give to his readers rather than teo-

nanucatl, 'god's flesh\ an appalling word lor a 16th

C'enturv churchman to write down, to utter, or even to

think? As the mushrooms carried with them an aura of

holiness for the Indians, it was certainly inevitable that

there should he a variety of evasive terms for them.

A peculiar trait of Nahuatl poetry is the preoccupation

of the poets with 'flowers' : thev write incessantly about

flowers but they tail to distinguish the kinds of blossoms,

though Nahuatl was rich in botanical terminology. This

feature of Nahuatl poetry has baffled students: it seems

inconsistent with the nature of poets, who delight in fine

distinctions. It lias even been called to the attention of

the outside world. In The Times (London) of 1,5 May
\\)(\\ there appeared a dispatch from Mexico City written

their correspondent stressing this odd fact : 'Strange-

ly, the ancient Mexican poet seldom differentiated be-

tween one blossom and another, although old indigenous

names for many plants exist." If xochitl was used by the

poets as a metaphor for the inebriating mushrooms, or

for hallucinogens as a class, this would explain the poets"

addiction to the* generic term for all flowers.

Here are examples where L think xoehitl stands for

the inebriating mushrooms:

1. () ya noconic in nanacaoctli ya noyol in choca. . .

ma yuh tonpolihuiz a iz ca toooochiuh.

| Ay, he bebido licorde bongos embriagadores : mi
eorazon llora !. . .

j asi has de desaparecer! |Aqui estan tus fiorcs!

()! I have drunk the liquor of inebriating mush-
rooms! My heart is weeping!. . .

Thus you are to disappear! Here are your flowers!

Romances de los Senores de la Niteva Espana
%

c. A.I).

1 1-70, Ms. in the Library of the University of Texas,

Austin. Published in Xochimapict/i, etl. by Father

Garibay, Mexico, 1959,
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1. Xoxopan, yn ompa temoaya in Ipalnemohuani, in

mocuicaizhuayotia, moxochiapana.

Huehuetitlan momalina, ye motech onquiza an

yhuinti ocochitlL \ Ma xonahuiacan !

Kn el verano, cuando desciende el Dadorde la Vida,

todo reverdece con sus cantos, se adorna con sus

flores. Kn el lugar de los atabales, de ti salen las

flores que embriagan. \ A legraos

!

In summer, when the Giver of Life descends, every-

thing turns green with his songs, is adorned with

his flowers. In the place of the kettledrums, from

You spring forth theflowers that inebriate. Rejoice !

Same collection of Romances, see above,

but not published in Xochimapict/i.

;}. Ica xon ahuiacan ihuinti ocochitli tomac mani: Ma
on te ya-quilo toxochicozqui in toquippanxochiuh.

Tla cecelia ocochitli, cueponia ocochitli. Oncan nemi

tototl chachalaca tlatohua. Ohua yahualo quiman
teotl ichan.

Gozaos con las flores que son embriagadoras : estan

en nuestras manos. Que sean introducidos nuestros

flores de tiempo de lluvia.
i
Ksten rozagantes las

flores, abran sus corolas las flores! Anda por ahi el

ave, parlotea, gorjea. Con pena da giros: jva en

pos de la casa del dios!

Kniov the inebriating flowers! Bring on our neck-

laces offlowers! Our flowers of the rain// season/

May the flowers be showy, may the flowers unfold

their corollas! There goes the bird, chattering,

gurgling. With difficulty he darts around. He
goes in quest of the house of god !

Same collection of Romances, see above,

[italics mine.]

Note: What Father Garibay translated as corola

('corolla"), could it he the pileus of ocochinandcatl?
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Xochipilli. Let us assume that this interpretation of

acochitl as an alternative name tor the sacred mushrooms

holds good. In that ease we should turn to Xochipilli,

a divinity in the A /tee pantheon, the 'Prince of Flowers'

as Miguel Leon Port ilia has translated his name, and

specifically to the powerful statue that represents him,

a statue unearthed in Tlalmanalco on the slopes of Po-

pocatapetl, now on display in the great hall of the Museo
Nacional in Mexico City. (See Plate XXIV.) Justino

Fernandez has given us a detailed description and expla-

nation of this statue in "Una aproximacion a Xochipilli* in

Estudios de la Cult it ra Nahuatl, Vol. 1. 1 will now submit

for consideration an utterly different interpretation of it.

Justino Fernandez cannot help hut see the 'ecstasy"

(this is his word) in the expression on this man's face,

but for his explanation ecstasy is superfluous, perhaps

even out of place, and he would minimize this trance-

like pose for the original viewers by suggesting that if

the eye-sockets were 4 tilled with precious materials, as he

thinks they once were, this impression would be reduced.

For me ecstasy in this statue is of the essence. The
skyward tilt of the head, the halt-open mouth and jut-

ting jaw, the hands poised in the air at different levels,
1

the crossed legs and feet raised off the ground: here is

the work of a master, a supreme carving of a man en-

joying an unearthly experience 1

, the formal, hieratic effigy

of the God of 'Flowers', of the (Jod of Rapture.

If one looks into the eye-sockets or even more clearly

under the chin, one observes that this man is wearing a

mask. In the cultures of the West the mask has no

longer importance : it is relegated to children or to lij^ht

hearted entertainment, as in masked halls and the fes-

Ilere there is a puzzling factor: in the palm of the left hand and

in the middle of the chest there are indications of something missing,

broken. What was this lost object""

:ios
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Plate XXIV

Xochipilli, Prince of Flowers'

Statue on exhibit in Museo Nacional de Antropologia, Mexico City.

Photo from Archive of Inst. Nac. de Antrop. e Hist.
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tivities that welcome in the New Year. Hut in antiquity

and in virtually all the other cultures of the world the

mask takes on serious purport. It shows the salient trait

of character that the bearer means to portray, a personi-

fication of that trait. In the Xochipilli statue obviously

the mask dramatically emphasizes the ecstatic man, and

does so with the power of genius. I [ere is a man who is not

seeing, not living as ordinary mortals see and live, who is

seeing directly with the eves of the soul. This man is

not with us, is in a far off world. (See Plate XXVIII.)
I like to think that the eve-sockets were empty from

the besrinninsr, intentionally so. In this hieratic carving*>

with mask and formal head dress, we are given the op-

portunity to perceive to the full the role played by rap-

t ure in pre-Columbian Mesoamerican culture, the gravity

with which the hallucinogenic experience was instinct.

Let us now examine the bas-reliefs that adorn the body

of the man and the base on which he rests. And here

we come on surprising facts. As I am no botanist, I in-

voked the help of Professor Richard Evans Schultes,

Director of the Botanical Museum of Harvard Univer-

sity, and the following identifications largely reflect his

thinking and that of his students, Mr. Timothv Plow-

man and Mr. Tommie Loekwood and his colleague, the

scientific artist Mr. Elmer \V. Smith. Certainly many
of the carvings, and probably all, are of hallucinogenic*

plants familiar to the Aztecs, and thus thev clinch my
i • •

initial response to the pose of the statue. So that the

reader may judge the 4 identifications, the distinguished

artist Margaret Seeler has drawn the series of figures

that we now show in our text.

The base and the man are separate stones but clearly

thev were made for each other. The carvings are stylized

in varying degree and one or two of them seem to be

but roughlv finished. Let us begin with the base.

;$lo



The same conspicuous emblem, obviously a plant mo-

tif, is repeated on the four sides of the base and many
have referred to it as a 'flower'. But what flower and

why? From the beginning I thought that the five con-

vex devices with inturned margins arranged in a circle

hrooms. T A
dden by the carving of a mythic butterfly. Hut the

of mushrooms offer us a wide variety of shapes, in

f snecies and in the differe

f

Psilocvbe. St

be—there is much diversity. The slopes of 1

catapetl are the land of Tlalocan, the paradise of the

Nahua, and here the statue was unearthed, in the heart

of the sacred mushroom country. It was precisely in

this vicinity that Professor Koger Heim discovered with

the help of Nahuatl-speaking Indians Psilocybe aztecorurn

Heim, a species then new to science, described and illus-

trated later in Les Champignons Hallvcinogl'nes (In Meoci-

que,
2 Plate XV, with the description on pp. 1.54 1.38.

I draw attention to his figures 15 and 16 of specimens

found in their natural habitat and showing the pileus at

the moment when it begins to break forth into maturity.

Slightly stylized, the mushrooms in stone catch admira-

bly the precise convex shape of the actual pileus or cap

of the living plant. The inturned margins {In marge. . .

incurvee, as Professor Heim says) are one of the specific

characteristics distinguishing this species of Psilocybe.

The left-hand Figure la reproduces what we find on the

statue and lb the illustration in Les Champignons Hal-

laeino&enes:

2 By Roger Heim and R. G. Wasson, published in 1038 by the

Museum National d'Histoire Xaturelle in Paris.
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Profile of /'. aztecorum compared with Xochipilli base.

The mushroom at this stage in its life is scarcely two
centimeters at its greatest width. The mushroom motif
also appears repeatedly on the body of our man in rap-

ture—on both his knees, on his right forearm, on the

top of his elaborate headdress. In these body represen-

tations the mushrooms are reduced to three in number.

but always with the same profile. Both on the base and

more conspicuously on the body there seem to be other

mushrooms behind the ones that we have discussed, onlv

the peak of the rap of these other mushrooms being

visible :

V\<I. 2

On the base there is what everyone 4 familiar with

Mesoamerican art will recognize as a hiuhlv stylized

312



Plate XX\ T

View of Xochipilli, right side.



butterfly, perched among the mushrooms and concealing

the sixth one, apparently feeding on them. Why the

butterfly? In this world of nature mushrooms do not

draw butterflies, but in the iconography of the Nahua
and Mixtecs butterflies play an important mythic role,

as we see in the butterflies of the famous mural of Tepan-

titla, showing us Tlalocan, the paradise of the Nahua.

Butterflies are associated with the land of fortunate de-

parted spirits. George Cowan in Van (1953 No. 2) has

told us that in some parts of the contemporary Mazatec
world butterflies are still considered to be the souls of

the departed revisiting their native haunts. On the base

of the statue of Xoehipilli the butterfly is feasting on the

flesh of the divine mushrooms, the spirit food of the gods,

to whose world the mushrooms transport for a brief spell

the people of this sad work-a-day world. Mrs. Seeler has

reproduced this mythic butterfly, the symbol that cer-

tainly supports and ratifies our identification of the

sacred mushrooms

:

ntTML FKOA'J

Fin. 3

The Mythic Butterfly
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On three sides of the base there are groups of lour

concentric circles, one group on each side of what we
have suggested are the sacred mushrooms, Psilocybe az-

tecorum. On the back of the elaborate hairdress there are

five such groups, balanced in lour cases with four rods.

According to orthodox interpretation these are numbers,

each of the rods being 5, that is, 20 to every group of 4,

and each group of circles being 4. We can suggest no

explanation of these ostensible numbers. There is a wavy
line running around the base near its top edge and the

suggestion has been made that it signifies water. Along

the upper edge of the base we find a row of concentric

circles, the glyph that also means 'water", a glyph, as

we hope to demonstrate in a future paper, that grew out

of the glvph for 'mushroom" in Teotihuacan III.
f * « I

On a pectoral or breastplate that Xochipilli is wearing

there may be two carved 'mushrooms", but I am in some

doubt about them. The earrings that the statue wears

could be mushrooms, but these concentric circles might

easily be something else. So much for the sacred mush-

rooms.

Let us now turn our attention to Rivea corymbosa, the

ololiuhqvi of the Nahua, the hallucinogenic morning glory

identified with Mesoarnerican cultures. On the right

thigh near the knee there is a carving of the morning

glory flower as one views it looking into the cup. Mrs.

Seeler reproduces the carving on the thigh and also copies

the illustration of Rivea corymbosa from the same angle

as shown in Schultes" classic paper, 'A Contribution to

Our Knowledge of Rivea eorjfmlwsa, the Narcotic Olo-

liuqui of the Aztecs", published by the Botanical Mu-
seum of Harvard University in 1941. (Fig. 4, p. 810.)

On the left leg below the knee and again just above

the knee on the left thiurh there are carvinus of the
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Fig. 4

Rivea corymbosa or olohuhqui

emerging morning glory flower, showing the plaiting and

convolutions characteristic of that stage. In Fig. 5 Mrs.

Seeler reproduces the design on the left thigh:

Fig. 5

The Morning Glory flower emerging. (See I'lnte XXVI.)

A series of pointed objects hang from the pectoral,

four visible in our front view of the statue and others

from the side views near the shoulders. There are simi-

lar carvings around the right ankle. These are ordinarily

taken to be the elaws of an eagle or the fangs of the

jaguar or puma and this interpretation may be right.

Hut should we not pause before jumping to an interpre-

tation that in Mesoamerica is conventional and accepted

thoughtlessly, without inquiry into the* whole context

[ 316
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Plate XXVI
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View of Xochipilli, left side.
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of the thinking behind the specific expression in art.'

'These motifs might just as well represent the flower of

the morning ulorv in its familiar closed form, either be-

lore the flower has opened or when it closes at dusk, a

form that would be appropriate for a string of them

hanging from a pectoral. Our poet, in the third of our

quotations above, sings of the 'necklaces of flowers" and

these may well be the necklaces. Here Mrs. Seeler gives

us the woodcut {\) of ololiuhqui published in 1651 in Fran-

cisco Hernandez" great herbal of Mexico, 3
a detail (2)

of this woodcut showing how easily the closed flowers

could serve as a model for what we too casually accept

as jaguar's tusks, and a photograph (3) of the ornaments

on the statue that we are discussing:
f->

DcOUL1VH£VI,

1

2
.->^— -

Fiu. t>

In this herbal ololiuhqui is misspelled oliliuhqui. Eerum medicarum

Novae Hispaniae thesaurus, seu plantarum, animalium, minerallum mejei-

canorum historia, Koine, 1651, p. 145.
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On each shoulder there is a meandering design : could

it not be the tendril of the morning elorv vine?

Fig. 7

Tendril of Morninir (llorvr

So much for Rivea corymbosa or ololiuhqui.

Schultes is quite certain that he has identified the

flower carved on the right leg below the knee: Heimia

salicifolia, the sinicuiclu'of the Mexican highlands. Here

is Mrs. Seder's comparison of the carving and the actual

plant

:

ft
-*** . -mi

i.\v~

a Fig. cS b

Heimia salicifolia^ Sinicuichi of the Nahua
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Schultes says that the plant has 'mildlv intoxicating

properties", and adds these details:

Sounds seem to come distorted from a great distance This plant

typifies an hallucinogen of which the hallucinogenic characteristics

are auditory, not visual. The natives believe that sinicuichi has

sacred or supernatural qualities, since they hold that it helps them
recall events which took place many \ ears earlier as if thev had

happened yesterday; others assert that they are able, with sini-

cuichi, to remember pre-natal events.

On contemplating the statue anew one is tempted to

see in the tilt of the head and above all in the open

mouth that Xoehipilli is listening to the far-off voices

of sinicuichi. Mrs. Seeler's drawing (Fig. 8b) is based on

the illustration in the Bulletin on Narcotics, Vol. XXII,
No. 1, January March 1970, p. 38, from Part III, 'The

plant kingdom and hallucinogens*, by Dr. Schultes.

Schultes is confident that he and his colleagues have

identified another sacred plant of the Nahua: on the

**$&

a Fig. 9

,\ icotiai/a '/'ahaemu
1 i

: }•_>(>



Platk XXVII

Rear view of Xochipilli.
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right thigh of Xochipilli 'where the buttock begins, is

the cup of the flower of our everyday tobacco, Nicotiana

Tahacum, repeated on the left forearm. For the Amer-

indians the tobacco plant was one of the most holy plants.

Mrs. Seeler has reproduced the design on the ri^ht thi<jh

(a) and also an illustration of a detail (b) of .V. Tabacum

as shown in the Britton and Brown Illustrated Flora

edited by Henry A. Gleason, Vol. 3, p. 205«

Two carvings of flowers on the statue of Xochipilli re-

main. On the left side, just where buttock and thi^h

meet, a well delineated flower holds our attention, and

the same flower appears on the right side of the torso.

. t
• ^f - *

r
•

" > * ' •"
- V -

* - % 4 - j^ »

.#.v.? *t. -J

ss^i&^^^-
Fisr. 10

Emerffinff bud of I leiwin salicifolia?

above the belt. Schultes, somewhat uncertain, asks

whether it could be 4 a swollen bud of Heimia salicifo/ia,

just about to open up. As we have seen, ololhihqui (the

morning glory Rhea corymbosa)\s present on the statue

at two stages of its growth; why not sinieuiehi also?

Finally there is the carving on the left side of the

torso, just above the belt, with two retrousse curls.

clearly defined. Schultes and his colleague, Rimer Smith.
*->

subject to a better suggestion from others, think that

this may represent Calca Zacatechichi. For the Chontal

Indians of Oaxaca the leaf of this plant is the tide pela

kano. the* 'leaf of god*, and they use it 'for the clarification



Plate XXVI 1

1

Detail of Xochipilli showing mask as evidenced in eve-socket and

under chin.
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of the senses' in divination. The divinatory use of this

composite in an infusion and by smoking was discovered

a few years ago and revealed by Thomas MacDougall

in the Garden Journal of the New York Botanical

( harden, July-August li)(JS issue. I

r

ntil now the practice
• «_ i

Fig. 1 1

Inflorescence of Colea zacatechichi?

has been reported only among the Chontal of Oaxaca.

Since the 4 plant occurs widely in central Mexico, may we
assume that the Nahua in the 4 Yallev of Mexico were

also familiar with its virtues? It will he observed that in

this instance, as well as in all the others, the carvings

on the statue hear no relation in size to the flower or

mushroom that is represented: each flower is magnified

to fill suitably the space allotted to it.

In Nahuatl the hallucinogenic experience was temiaooch,

the 'flowery dream". This fits in with our thesis: ocochitl

meant 'flower' but bv extension also 'divinatory plant"

or the flower of such a plant, and included among those

'dowers* we find ccochinandcatl, the hallucinogenic mush-

room. In poetry and sculpture it seems that the second-

ary meaning often eclipsed the primary sense.
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